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10.1 PMRS/PCS operators who are directly connected to the WTT Network shall pay the following charges to WTT 
as applicable: 

 
Type of Calls Charges(note 6) (HK$) 
(a) Incoming external telecommunication calls terminated on 

PMRS/PCS network 
 

7.3 cents (inclusive of number portability 
cost) per occupancy minute  

(b) Outgoing external telecommunication calls originated from 
PMRS/PCS network 

 

6.4 cents per occupancy minute 

(c) For all local calls originated from PMRS/PCS network and 
transited or terminated on WTT Network, and local calls 
originated from WTT Network and terminated on 
PMRS/PCS network  

6.4 cents per occupancy minute 

 
10.2 PMRS/PCS operators who are not directly connected to the WTT Network shall pay the following charges to 

WTT: 
 

Type of Calls Charges(note 6) (HK$) 
- All local calls originated from   PMRS/PCS network and 
transited or terminated on WTT Network, and local calls 
originated from WTT Network and terminated on PMRS/PCS 
network 

6.4 cents per occupancy minute 
 
 
 

- Incoming external telecommunication calls terminated on 
PMRS/PCS network 

6.66 cents per occupancy minute 
(inclusive of number portability cost) 

- Outgoing external telecommunication calls originated from 
PMRS/PCS network 

5.5 cents per occupancy minute 

 
The charges in sections 9 and 10 above shall apply unless there is any applicable interconnection or relevant 
agreement between WTT and the FTNS or the PNETS or the PMRS/PCS operator concerned. 
 
Notes: 
1. “PNETS” refers to Public Non-Exclusive Telecommunication Services. 
2. “FTNS” refers to Fixed Telecommunication Network Services. 
3. “PMRS” refers to Public Mobile Radiotelephone Services.  “PCS” refers to Personal Communication Services. 
4. “Category B” refers to those countries or routes as classified by the Telecommunications Authority (TA) from time 

to time. 
5. “HKT Gateway” refers to the international gateway of Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited, Hong Kong 

Telecom International Limited and Hong Kong Telecom CAS Limited jointly or severally. 
6. Charges provided do not include any applicable line charges or any international call charges or any Universal 

Service Contribution charges or other charges as indicated. 
7. Occupancy minute means the time measured over the interconnection line or circuit between the seizure of a 

circuit and the release of the circuit. 
8. These charges are as per the Determination under section 36A of the Telecommunication Ordinance between the 

Networks of WTT and Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited dated 21 August 1998. 
 
Clarification submitted to OFTA on 6 August 2004 
 
For the avoidance of doubt, WTT’s existing tariff and associated terms and conditions as revised from time to time for 
interconnection and MNP charges for PMRS/PCS operators shall apply equally to Mobile Virtual Network Operators 
and Mobile Carrier Licensees (including 3G operators) until further notice. 

 


